1. Hyperelliptic curves. Let k be any algebraically closed ground field of characteristic different from 2. Definition.
Let K be an algebraic function field of one variable over k whose genus g is at least 2. If K contains an element x such that [P:£(x)] -2 we shall say that K is a hyperelliptic function field over k. If C is any projective model of K/k we shall say that C is a hyperelliptic curve.
We recall in particular that any irreducible curve C of genus 2 is hyperelliptic. Also, any hyperelliptic curve C is birationally equivalent to a plane curve F2 =f(X), where f(X) possesses no square factors and is of even degree n (here X, Fare nonhomogeneous coordinates in the plane). If C is of genus g then we have n = 2g-\-2.
We now wish to consider projectively equivalent sets of points on a line. During the discussion we place no restriction on the characteristic of the universal domain. If Qi, Qi, ■ • • , Qm are any m points on the projective line Si we shall denote by Q = Qi® • • • ®Qm the symmetric product of these m points. The point Q lies in the projective space Sm. In fact, its homogeneous coordinates are the coefficients of the binary form f(Xo, Xi) of degree m whose zeros on Si are the points Qi, Qi, • • • , Qm counted with their multiplicities. Any point in Sm represents the symmetric product of a unique set of m points on Si. Let Two forms F(X0, Xi), G(XQ, Xi) are said to be projectively equivalent (over k) if their two sets of roots, taken with proper multiplicities, represent projectively equivalent sets of points (over k) on the line Si.
If X = Xi/X0 and P(0, 1)^0, G(0, 1)^0 then the corresponding dehomogenized polynomials/(X), g(X) are said to be projectively equivalent. We now mention one further property of hyperelliptic curves which will IRWIN FISCHER [May be useful. Again let k be any algebraically closed field of characteristic different from 2, and let C/k, C'/k be the two hyperelliptic curves Y2=f(X); Y2 = g(X), where f(X) and g(X) possess no square factors and are of even degree. Then a necessary and sufficient condition that C and C be birationally equivalent over k is that the polynomials f(X), g(X) be projectively equivalent over k. 2. Projectively equivalent sets of points on a line. Let k0 be the prime field of the characteristic of our universal domain. In this section we impose no restrictions on that characteristic. Let J" be a projective transformation (defined over the universal domain) of the line Si into itself, given by the equation We shall denote by RT the point (a0, «i, on, a3) in projective 3-space, and shall call Rt the representative point of T. T may be singular or nonsingular. If P(xQ, Xi) is any point of Si not in the singular space of T, we shall denote by PT the image point of P under T.
We shall use an arrow to denote the relation of specialization. If no field is mentioned then it is to be understood that the specialization is over the prime field. Lemma 1. Let (P, RT)-*(Q, Rt>) where P, QGSi; RT, RT'GS3. Assume that Q does not belong to the singular space of T'. Then the above specialization can be extended to the specialization (P, Rt, Pt)-*(Q, Rt>, Qt), and this extension is unique.
Proof. The lemma becomes obvious upon writing down the algebraic relation satisfied by the coordinates of the points P, Rt, Pt.
Lemma 2. Let T' be a projective transformation of Si into itself with the singular point Q. Let k be any field and let Rt be a general point of S3/k(Q). Then if A is any point in Si we have (Rt, Qt)-+(Rt-, A), the specialization being over the field k(Q). Proof. Extend the given specialization to
(2) (Q, QT, Rt) -* (A, B, Pr-)-If T' is nonsingular it follows from Lemma 3 that B =AT'. Hence in this case we may choose P* = T'.
Next suppose that T' is singular. Then we may choose T* so that Rt* is a general point of S3/k0(Q, A). Then (Q, RT*)-+(Q, Rt). Extend this to a specialization of QT*. As T is nonsingular it follows from Lemma 3 that the only such extension is (Q, Q1", RT')-^(Q, QT, RT). Note the specialization (2) above. By the transitivity of specializations we have therefore (Q, QT', Rt*) -*(A, B, Rt'). If none of the At are singular for T' we must have B = AT . Since RT* is a general point of S3/ko(A) we finally obtain (A, AT')^-(A, B), the desired result. [May The remaining case to consider is that in which some Ai is singular for T'. This can happen for only one i. For the sake of definiteness we shall suppose that Ai is the singular point of T'. We now use Lemma 2. Choose the field k of that lemma to be ko(Ai, Ai, • • • , Am). Since S3 is absolutely irreducible and ko(Ai, Ait • • ■ , Am) is a finite algebraic extension of k0(A), RT' is also a general point of S3 over this larger field. Hence, according to Lemma 2, we have (A^ , RT')-*(A, Rt') for any point A in S{ , the specialization being over the field k0(Ai, • • • , Am). In particular, choose A =Bi. We then have find dim H=3 (it is here that we must have m}±3). Obviously V(Q)(ZH. We shall show that these two varieties are in fact equal. To do this, we first show that H is absolutely irreducible. Let k be the algebraic closure of the field ko(Q). Any general point of an irreducible component of H/k is also a general point of H/ko, hence can be written Q7" for some T', i?r'£S3. Rt is not only a general point of S3/ko(Q) but also of S3/k. Hence Rt->Rt', over the field k.
Extending this specialization to one of QT, we find at once (Rt, Qt)-+(Rt<, QT), over the field k. Hence QT is also a general point of H/k. Since k is algebraically closed we deduce that H is absolutely irreducible. We are now in a position to prove that V(Q) -H. For let k' be any field of definition of V(Q) such that k'Z)ko(Q). Choose B to be a general point of H/k'. Then B is projectively associated to Q, hence B(EV{Q). Therefore HC V(Q), hence these two varieties are identical.
All of Lemma 5 has now been proved, except for the last statement. But it is easy to see that a point A of V(Q) is not projectively associated to Q if and only if it corresponds under \p to a singular projective transformation of Si. Since the set of all such singular transformations is a subvariety of S3, defined over ko, the proof is complete.
The symbol V(Q) will be used only when it is understood that Q is the symmetric product of distinct points on Si.
Choose Pi, Pi, ■ ■ ■ , Pm to be m algebraically independent general points of Si/ko and set P =Pi® • • • <8>Pm. Let T be such that Pr is a general point of Szfko(P). Consider ^, the irreducible algebraic correspondence defined over ko by the general point pair (P, PT). Assume m^3. By its definition, ^(P) = V(P). Hence dim <ff(P)=3, and so for any point QGSm, dim ^((5)^3. Now let Q be the symmetric product of m distinct points on Si. Then it easily follows from Lemma 4 that ^(Q)G V(Q~). But V(Q) is of dimension 3, and is absolutely irreducible. Hence ^(Q) = V(Q). Thus, if m^3, ty/ko is an irreducible algebraic correspondence which corresponds to any Q representing a set of m distinct points on Si to V(Q).
3. The algebraic system M. For the definitions of the terms (e.g. incidence correspondence, involution) used in the theory of algebraic systems and for the basic properties of such systems the reader is referred to Zariski [6] .
Let P be a general point of Sm/k0, and let V(P) be the absolutely irreducible 3-dimensional variety of Lemma 5. Then V(P) defines a unique absolutely prime 3-cycle Z. We shall use | Z\ to stand for the set of points in the cycle Z.
Let M be the irreducible algebraic system of 3-cycles defined over ko by taking Z to be its general cycle. Recall that ^ was the algebraic correspondence whose general point pair over ko was (P, PT), Rt being a general point of S3/ko(P). Hence \z\ =^(P) and therefore for any point BGSm, V(B) is the set-theoretic union of all cycles in M which contain B. If B is the symmetric product of distinct points we already know that ^f(B) = V(B). Hence, in that case, there is only one cycle Z' of M which passes through B, and | Z'\ = V(B). This holds in particular for any general point B of Sm/ko-Thus the algebraic system M is an involution. This also shows that if a cycle Z' of M contains a point B which is the symmetric product of distinct points on Si then every point in \Z'\ is either projectively associated to B or else contains a single point repeated at least m-l times.
We shall use the same letter M to denote the representative variety of the algebraic system. Let x_1 be the incidence correspondence of M. Since the cycle Z is absolutely prime, x_1 is irreducible over the field ko. Let (P', Z) be a general pair of x~1/ko-P is a general point of S"/ko, hence P->P'. This can be extended to (P, Z)-*(P', Z') for some cycle Z'. Since M is an involution, Z = Z'. Therefore (P, Z)-+(P', Z). Since P belongs to the point set \z\ , it follows that (P, Z) is a general pair of x_1/^o-We might have noted earlier that x_1 transforms M onto Sm (i.e. Sm is the carrier of the algebraic system M). Namely, P belongs to the carrier of M, and P is a general point of Sm/ko.
We are now in a position to show that the algebraic system M is absolutely irreducible.
Let Z' be a general cycle of some irreducible component of IRWIN FISCHER [May M/ko, where ko is the algebraic closure of ko. Choose a point P'G | Z'\ which is the symmetric product of distinct points on the line Si. Since P is a general point of Sm/k~o, we have P->P', over the field ko. This can be extended to the specialization (P, Z)^>(P', Z') which holds, over the field k~o, for some cycle Z' in M. Hence P'£ | Z'|, and so Z'=Z'.
We conclude that Z-+Z' over ko, and thus M is absolutely irreducible.
Since M is an involution of 3-cycles whose carrier is Sm it follows at once, from the principle of counting constants, that dim M = m -3. Lemma 6. Let W be the subset of M consisting of all cycles Z' in M which do not have the property that \Z'\ = V(Q) for some point Q in Sm. Then W is a proper algebraic subvariety of M, defined over the field ko.
Proof. | Z'\ = V(Q) for some Q in Sm if and only if |Z'| contains a point Q which is the symmetric product of m distinct points on Si. The set of all points (5 which do not have this property form a subvariety H of Sm, the variety H being defined over the field ko. W consists of those cycles Z' in M such that x-1CZ') = \Z'\ (ZH. It is a general fact that the set of all cycles of a given dimension and order which lie on a fixed variety H, defined over a field k, form an algebraic system, defined over k. Thus, in our case W is an algebraic subvariety of M, defined over ko. W is a proper subvariety since the general point of M/ko does not belong to W.
We shall next investigate the algebraic system M more closely by intersecting its cycles with a certain (m -3)-dimensional linear space. Fix 3 distinct points Ai, Ai, A3 on the line Si whose coordinates lie in ko. For convenience (also because in the case of characteristic 2 there are no other rational points on Si) we shall take them to be the points (1, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1).
Consider in Sm the set of points Q which represent 0-dimensional cycles to which Ai, Ai, A3 belong. This point set is a linear space L'm_3, defined over ko.
Lemma 7. Let Z be any general cycle of the algebraic system M/ko-Then \z\ r\L'm_3 contains a finite number of points, any two of which are conjugate points over the field ko(Z). Further, any point A£\Z\ C\L'm-3 is a general point of L'm-3/ko. Proof. Let 4> be the irreducible algebraic correspondence defined over ko by the general point pair (Z, A), where A is some point in |z| r\L'm^3. By the principle of counting constants, applied to <£, we find dim M+dim $(Z) = tr.d. k0(A)/ko+dim $-\A).
Since Z is a general cycle of M/ko, \ Z\ = V{P), where P is a general point of Sm/ko. A belongs to L'm-3, hence the set of m points on Si which A represents includes the 3 distinct points Ai, Ai, A3. Therefore A, which belongs to V(P), does not contain any point of multiplicity m -1 and thus A is projectively associated to P. It follows that Z is the only cycle in M which contains A. Hence dim $~l(A) =0.
The above remarks show that if A' is any other point in |Z|rM/,"_3 then A' is projectively associated to A. Any such A' contains (as a 0-dimensional cycle) the points Ai, Ai, A3 of Si. Hence there are only a finite number of such points A'. Therefore dim $(Z) =0. Taking into account the fact that dim M = m -3, we can conclude that tr.d. ko(A)/ko = m -3. Thus A is a general point of L'm-s/ko. If A' is any point in | Z\ C\L'm-i then A->A'. Extend this specialization to one of Z. Since only one cycle of M passes through A' it follows by the usual argument that (A, Z)-*(A', Z). Reversing the procedure enables us to conclude that A and A' are conjugate points over the field ko(Z). Therefore 3> is independent of the particular point chosen from \Z\ ni"_i.
Lemma 8. Let QGSm be the symmetric product of m distinct points on Si (m 2:3). Then the function field of V(Q) is separably generated over the ground field k0(Q).
Proof. Let Rt be a general point of S3/ko(Q). Then QT is a general point of V(Q) over the ground field ko(Q). Hence ko(Q, QT) is the function field of V(Q) over k0(Q). Clearly, k0(Q)Gk0(Q, QT)Gk0(Q, Rt). Since any subfield of a separably generated field is also separably generated we conclude that ko(Q, QT) is separably generated over ko(Q). Proof. The field ko(Z) is the smallest field of definition of the algebraic variety \Z over which the function field of \Z\ is separably generated (Zariski [6] ). Since \Z\ = V(A) it follows from Lemma 8 that the function field of \Z\ is separably generated over ko(A). Hence ko(Z) is a subfield of ko(A).
We next remark that A is an absolutely simple point of \Z\. One method of proving this is as follows. For a suitable choice of T, AT is a general point of | Z\ /ko(Z). Since the function field of this latter variety is separably generated we conclude that AT is an absolutely simple point of |Z|. After a suitable transcendental extension of the ground field ko(Z), the transformation T induces a birational transformation of \Z\ onto itself which maps A into AT and is regular at A. Therefore A also is an absolutely simple point of 1*1-
The local field of the point A on the variety \Z\/ko(Z)
is ko(A) (since ko(Z) Gko(A)), hence we conclude that ko(A) is separably generated over ko(Z). But we already know that ko(A) is a finite algebraic extension of ko(Z). We can now add the adjective separable to this description.
For a further study of the correspondence 3> introduced previously we* find it necessary to consider the associated forms, in the sense of Chow Then Lm-3 is a general linear (m -3)space over the field ko(Z), and the points G, C2, • • ■ , Ct are the intersections of im_3 with | Z|. These t points determine a 0-cycle of order / whose associated form is ^(m1, u2, u3, U). We call this 0-cycle the intersection cycle of Lm_3 with the cycle Z and denote it by ZC\Lm-3. Now let 7f,(«0, «ii • • • i &m)t * = 1, 2, 3, be three hyperplanes, defined over ko, such that 7fi/^\7f2(^\if3 is the L'm^3 we have been considering.
L'm_3 meets |z| in only a finite number of points, hence F(ux, u2, u3, U) is not identically zero. Thus this form, as a form in Uo, Ui, ■ ■ • , Um, is a specialization over ko of F(ul, u2, u3, U). Hence it is the associated form of a certain 0-cycle which we call ZP\L'm-3, the intersection cycle of L'OT_s with the cycle Z. It can be easily seen that |Zf"\Z,m_3| consists exactly of the points in |z|P\L'm_3. As far as we know there may not be I distinct points in this point set, although ZC\L'm-3 is a cycle of order t. Now let W be the subvariety of M defined in Lemma 6. If Z' is any cycle in M-W then |Z'| = V{Q) for some Q in Sm. In this case the point set | Z'| (~\L'm_3 is finite, the proof being exactly the same as that given previously for the general cycle Z of M. Hence if F'(Ul, U2, U3, C/4) is the associated form of the cycle Z' then ^'(m1, u2, u3, U) is not identically zero. Thus the specialization Z-*Z' can be extended in one and only one way to the cycle Zr\L'm-3. Write this specialization (Z, ZnL'm_3)->(Z', ZT\L',^3).
We shall call the 0-cycle ZT\L'm-3, defined in this way, the intersection cycle of L'm_3 with the cycle Z'. The associated form of Z'P\L'm_3 is F^u1, u2, ii*, U). The point sets | Z'| DIL-s and | Z'P\L'm_3| are identical.
Let <S> be the algebraic correspondence defined in the course of the proof of Lemma 7. It can be shown, by an argument used many times before, that $ is absolutely irreducible. Lemma 11. If QGM-W then <p(Q) = |Z'PiP'm_3|, where Z' = $-l(Q).
Proof. (P, Z)->((2, Z'), over the field k. We can extend this to the specialization (P, Z, Zr\L'm-3)->(Q, Z', ZT\P'm_3), over the field k. From this point on the proof is identical to that of Lemma 10.
We now leave these considerations temporarily in order to prove the following general theorem about involutions. The field k is still any ground field in our universal domain ft. Theorem 1. Let N be an involution, defined and irreducible over the field k, and let V be the carrier of N. If Z' is any cycle of N containing a point Q such that:
(1) Z' is the only cycle of N passing through Q', (2) V/k is analytically irreducible at Q', then the representative variety N/k of the involution N is analytically irreducible at the representative point of the cycle Z'.
We recall that a variety V/k is said to be analytically irreducible at a point Q' if the completion of the local ring of the point Q' on V/k is an integral [May domain. V/k is analytically irreducible at Q' if and only if the points which correspond to Q' on a derived normal model of V/k are isomorphic over k (Zariski [5] ). Now letir/k be an irreducible algebraic correspondence of V onto an algebraic variety II. We assume that tt is quasi-rational (i.e. it is single valued at any general point of V/k), and that Q' is a point of V at which V is analytically irreducible and which is not a fundamental point of it. Then the points on II which correspond, under ir, to Q' are isomorphic over k. This result follows easily from the special case in which if is a derived normal model of V/k. We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 1. Let x-1 be the incidence correspondence of N onto V. Since N is an involution x_1 is irreducible over k. But V is analytically irreducible at Q' and tt is quasi-rational.
Since we have just shown that t is finitely valued at Q' we conclude that the points P{ , Pi , ■ • ■ , PI are isomorphic over k. Thus N/k is analytically irreducible at<2'-We now return to the particular involution M in Sm. Proof. There are exactly 5 distinct projective transformations T' of Si onto itself such that QT'G | Z'nL'ro_s|. Since v of these leave Q invariant we obtain the stated result.
The moduli-variety
for hyperelliptic curves. If V is any algebraic variety defined over the field k we shall denote by V the set of points in V algebraic over the field k. We shall use the term algebraic variety to refer to V°, as well as to V.
In this section we shall show how the algebraic system M leads in a natural fashion to the construction of a normal variety M°, of dimension 2g -1, whose points except for the points of a proper algebraic subvariety W° are in one-one correspondence with the birational classes of hyperelliptic curves of genus g. We shall further prove that M° has certain properties which characterize it up to a regular birational transformation (see Theorem 3). Thus we shall show that the use of the representation of hyperelliptic curves of genus g by 2g+2 points on the line leads to an essentially uniquely determined moduli-variety.
Let k be any algebraically closed field of characteristic different from 2. If g is any integer greater than 1 set wj = 2g + 2. In §1 we have shown that one can associate, in a natural manner, to any hyperelliptic function field K/k of genus g various sets of m distinct points on the line Si. Each point appearing in such a set is rational over k. Two different sets of points correspond to the same function field if and only if they are projectively equivalent over the field k. We are going to use this representation of function fields to give an algebro-geometric structure to the set of all hyperelliptic function fields K/k of genus g. Proof. Let H be the subvariety of Sm which consists of all points B in Sm such that B is not the symmetric product of m distinct points on Si. Let Q be any point in S°m -H°, and let Q = t(Q). If T meets the conditions of Lemma 13 then Q, QT~ are projectively associated over k, hence Q =ir(QTl). Therefore (P, P)->(QT~l, Q), over the field k. Extend this to a specialization of PT. Since T is defined over k this extension must yield (P, P, PT)->(QT~1, Q, Q), over the field k. Hence, in particular, (PT, P)-*(Q, Q), over the field k.
Let G(ir) be the graph of the algebraic correspondence ir. We must show that the point PTXP belongs to G(ir). The algebraic variety (HXN)nG(ir)
is a proper algebraic sub-variety of Cr(7r). We have just shown above that any algebraic point QXQ of G(ir)/k which does not lie in HXN is a specialization of PTXP. Hence PTXP can be specialized, over k, to almost every algebraic point in G(ir)/k. But PTXP has the same dimension over k as PXP, which is a general point of G(ir)/k. Hence PTXP belongs to G(ir), and in fact is a general point of G(ir)/k. Lemma 13 has thus been proved.
Lemma 14. If (P, P) is a general point pair ofir/k then V{P)Q-k~1(P).
Proof. Let V be the smallest algebraic variety (over any field of definition) which contains all points PT such that T satisfies the conditions of Lemma 13. Let k' be a field of definition of V. Choose the projective transformation T' so that Rt> is a general point of S3/k'(P). We consider the irreducible algebraic correspondence ty/k' defined by the general point pair (Pr-, P1"). Then \j/ transforms S3 onto V(P). We clearly have FC V(P). Consider the algebraic variety ^_1[^]CS3.
(By ^_1[F] we mean the set-theoretic union of the subvarieties of S3 which correspond, under \p~x, to the irreducible components of V/k'.) Then RtG^P~1[V] for any T which is nonsingular and is defined over k. But S3 is the smallest algebraic variety which contains all such points Rt-Hence ^_1[F]=53, and thus V=V(P). Applying Lemma 13 we obtain the desired conclusion F(P)Ct_1(P)-
The variety r~1(P)/k(P) is irreducible. We next show that this variety is of dimension 3. Let Q be a point in S^-H0, and let Q=ir(Q)-Then it is an immediate consequence of our condition (b) on ir that V(Q) is an irreducible component of tt~1(Q) over k. The dimension of any irreducible component of ir~l(Q) is greater than or equal to the dimension of w~1(P). (This follows from a well known extension of the principle of counting constants.) Since dim V(Q)=3 it follows that dim tt~1(P) "S3. However, we have shown above that ir~1(P) contains the 3-dimensional variety V(P). Hence dim ir~1(P) =3. We thus conclude that V{P) is an absolutely irreducible component of w~1(P). Let V be any other absolutely irreducible component of ir~1(P), and let P' be a general point of V over the algebraic closure of k(P). Then it follows from the argument just concluded that V =V(P').
Hence any absolutely irreducible component of ir~1(P) is of the form V(P'), where P' is a general point of irl(P)/k(P).
We are now in a position to show that 7r_1(P) is absolutely irreducible. Assume that this is false. Let F(Pi), F(P2) be two distinct absolutely irreducible components of ir~l(P). Consider the cycles Zi, Z2 in M such that \Zi\ = V(Pi), t-=l, 2. We can specialize the pair of cycles (Zi, Zi), over the field k, to a pair of cycles (Zi , Z{) subject to the conditions Z{ j^Zi, k(Z{) = k(Zi)=k, and Z{ GW, Zi e£W. Here W is the subvariety of M which is described in Lemma 6. Next choose points Qi G | Z[ \, t = l, 2, such that each Q{ is the symmetric product of distinct points of S\. Then Q{, Qi are not projectively associated. Points A\, Ai can be chosen in | Zi|, | Z2| respectively such that (Zi, Z2, A\, Ai) specializes, over the field k, to (Z{, Zi, Qi , Qi). This specialization can be extended to include one of P. Let us suppose that P is specialized to a point Q in this extension. We have |Zi| yj\Z2\ Cir-^P), hence AiG^-^P), »-l, 2. Therefore QiGir'^Q), i = \, 2.
This contradicts condition (b) which has been imposed on it, since Q[, Qi belong to S0m and are not projectively associated, although each of them is the symmetric product of distinct points on Si. Hence we have reached a contradiction, and so ir~l(P) is absolutely irreducible. Thus if (P, P) is a general point pair of ir/k we have shown that 7r-1(P) = V(P).
Since V{P) is absolutely irreducible it follows that the field k(P) is a quasi-maximally algebraic subfield of k(P, P). On the other hand, since it is [May single valued the field'k(P, P) is a purely inseparable extension of k(P). In case our universal domain ft is of characteristic 0 we could therefore conclude that k(P) is a maximally algebraic subfield of k(P). This is not true if ft is not of characteristic 0. Let us return to the correspondence x of Sm onto M. We have already shown that x meets conditions (a) and (b). Let (P, Z) be a general point pair of x/k-We wish to show that k(Z) is a maximally algebraic subfield of k(P), even in the case of nonzero characteristic.
We see this as follows. Since PEl I Z| it is a consequence of Lemma 8 that the function field of | Z| /ko(P) is separably generated. But k0(Z) is the smallest field of definition for |Z| over which the function field of |z| is separably generated. Hence ko(Z) Gko(P), and therefore k(Z)Qk(P).
Also k(P) is separably generated over k(Z). But k(Z) is quasi-maximally algebraic in k(P) (since |Z| is absolutely irreducible).
Hence k(Z) is a maximally algebraic subfield of k(P). We now impose an additional condition on our algebraic correspondence ir: (c) k(P) is a maximally algebraic subfield of k(P), where (P, P) is a general point pair of ir/k. X is an example of a correspondence which satisfies conditions (a), (b) and (c). The only purpose of (c) is to get rid of purely inseparable extensions in the case of characteristic p.
Let ir/k be any irreducible algebraic correspondence, of Sm onto N, which satisfies (a), (b), (c). Then we have ir~l(P) = V(P), where (P, P) is a general point pair of w/k. On the other hand there is a general cycle Z of M/k such that |z| = V(P). Consider the irreducible algebraic correspondence Tp/k defined over k by the general pair (P, Z). The domain of the correspondence \\i is N, while its range is M. Since | Z| =w~1(P), for any point P' in N the settheoretic union of the cycles in ^(P') equals the variety iz~1(P'). Hence if/ is single-valued at any general point of N/k, and thus k(P, Z) is a purely inseparable extension of k(P). We next show that xp-1 is single-valued at Z. For if (P, Z)->(Q, Z), over the field k, then there exists a point -4 £| Z| such that (A, P, Z)^(P, Q, Z), over the field k. Since AE\Z\ we have ir(A) =P.
From the fact that (P, Q) is a specialization of (A, P) over the field k we deduce that ir(P) =Q. But we already know that ir(P) =P. Therefore P = Q, and so P is the only point of N which corresponds to Z under \frl. Hence we also have shown that k(P, Z) is a purely inseparable extension of k(Z).
The situation now is as follows. Both of the fields k(Z), k(P) are maximally algebraic subfields of k(P), while every element in k(Z) is algebraic over k(P), and conversely. Therefore the fields k(Z) and k(P) are equal, and thus the varieties M/k and N/k are birationally equivalent. The correspondencê is a birational transformation of M/k onto N/k. We wish to investigate this correspondence i^ more closely. In order to do so we impose one more condition on the range N of w. Namely, we assume that the variety N/k is normal (we really only need assume that N/k is normal at points Q' of the type defined immediately below).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Let Q' be any point in N such that Q' =ir(Q'), where Q' is the symmetric product of m distinct points on S°. We wish to consider the total transform \j/(Q') of Q' on M under ty. We have already remarked that the set-theoretic union of the cycles in \p(Q') equals ir~l(Q'). Let Z' be the unique cycle in M such that \Z'\ = V(Q'). Since V(Q')C*-l(Q') we see that Z'Gf(Q').
In order to avoid difficulties in terminology instead of thinking of i/' as a correspondence between the cycles of the algebraic system M and the points of the variety N we now consider the domain of \f/ to be the representative points of the cycles of M. We now shall show that the representative point of the cycle Z' is an irreducible component of the variety \j/(Q')/k. For if Z" is any other cycle whose representative point lies in >p(Q') then \Z"\ contains no point A which is the symmetric product of distinct points on Si. This follows from condition (b) on t, plus the fact that | Z"\ Gir~1(Q')-Since Z" contains no such point A, obviously Z' is not a specialization of Z", over the field k. Hence we draw our desired conclusion. We shall use this result to show that Q' is not a fundamental point for the birational transformation \j/.
Notice that \f/~l is single valued at the representative point of Z'. For if (P, Z)-^(P', Z'), over the field k, then there exists a point AG \ Z\ such that (A, P, Z)->(Q', P', Z'), over the field k. Since PGt(A) we see that P'Gw(Q').
But it is single valued at Q', therefore P' = (2'. Hence i/'-1 is single valued at the representative point of Z', and therefore this latter point is not a fundamental point for i/'-1. We have an irreducible component of if'(Q') which is of the same dimension as Q' (namely zero) and which is not a fundamental variety for yj/~l. Further, Q' is a normal point of N/k. Hence it follows from Zariski's "Main Theorem" on birational transformations that Q' is not a fundamental point fori/' (Zariski [4, Corollary, p. 527] ). Since Q' is a normal point of N/k, we see that \f/ is semi-regular at Q', and therefore the representative point of Z' is the only point which corresponds to Q' under \j/. Recalling again that \f/~l is single valued at this point, it follows that yp~1 is a local nor- if' is regular at all points P'GM0 such that P'GW. Hence the variety N is essentially uniquely determined.
We also see that the set of points of N°w hich correspond under ir~l to points QGS°m which are the symmetric product of distinct points of Si fill out the complement of an algebraic subvariety F°o f No.
In order to summarize the results of this section in the form of a theorem we first make the following definition. H° will denote the subvariety of S°m [May which consists of all points Q' which are not the symmetric product of distinct points on Si.
Definition. Let N°/k be an algebraic variety which is the range of an irreducible algebraic correspondence ir/k, of S°m onto N°, with the following properties :
(1) ir is single valued at any point Q'GS?" -H° (ff° 15 defined above), \lf m = 2g-\-2 we then shall call N°/k a moduli-variety for the hyperelliptic function fields, over k, of genus g. Any point P'ELir(S°m -H0) will be said to represent the function field determined by any point Q'(E.S°m -H° such that ir(Q')=P'.
We recall that for fields of characteristic zero condition (3) above is superfluous in the presence of conditions (1) and (2). 
Ramification in finitely valued algebraic correspondences.
In this section k will be any algebraically closed field. Let V/k, V/k be two irreducible varieties, with general points P, P' and function fields K = k(P), K' = k(P'). We assume that K' is a finite separable algebraic extension of K, of degree n. Then the irreducible algebraic correspondence <f> defined over k by (P, P') as general point pair is a finitely (namely n) valued transformation of V onto V, while <p~x is rational.
Let QE:V, Q'(£V' be corresponding nonfundamental points, under <j>.
Assume that Q is a normal point of V and that Q' is a normal point of V. Let U/k, U'/k be the varieties whose respective general points are Q and Q'.
Then we shall say that Q' is ramified over Q if the subvariety U' of V is ramified over the subvariety U of F, and is unramified in the contrary case. For the definition of ramification of subvarieties see Abhyankar [l, Definition 1 and also 2, §2].
In the above notation, let Qi ,Qi , ■ • • , Qi be the points of V corresponding to Q. Assume that each of the QI is a nonfundamental, normal point. Then we say that Q is a branch point (of the given transformation) if at least one of the Qj is ramified over Q. In the contrary case Q is a nonbranch point.
We shall need the following lemma. This well known result is implicitly contained in Abhyankar [l; 2]. 6. Singular points on the moduli-variety for hyperelliptic curves of genus g. We now return to the considerations of §4. The field k is restricted to be any algebraically closed field of characteristic different from 2. We wish to discuss the question of singular points on the moduli-variety for hyperelliptic curves of genus g. Naturally we are only interested in those points of the moduli-variety which represent hyperelliptic function fields of genus g. According to Theorem 3 we can restrict our attention to the variety M°, constructed for the value m -2g+2.
To discuss the singularity of points of M° we look at the variety M/k. We find it necessary to consider the irreducible algebraic correspondence <p/k defined immediately before the statement of Lemma 11. The domain of the correspondence <p is M, while its range is the linear space P'm_3 of §4. If (P, ^4) is a general point pair of <j>/k, then by Lemma 9 the field k(A) is a separable algebraic extension of k(P). Hence <p~x is a rational:correspondence of the type discussed in §5. The varieties ~N, L'm-3 play the roles of V, V respectively. Note that since P'm_3/& is a linear variety it is certainly normal at each of its points. I Recall the birational transformation \[i, of M/k onto M/k, which serves as a local normalization of M/k at each of its points, and again let W = \p(W), Since T is of finite order the point Rr/k is of dimension at most 2. The fixed points of T are algebraic over the field k(RT). Hence, we find mm tr.d. k(A)/k = tr.d. k{Ax X A2 X • • • X Am)/k -S2+--g2 + -• If ^4CSm possesses a nonidentical self-projectivity so does any point in Sm projectively associated to A. Hence the maximum possible value of tr.d. k(Z')/k is obtained by subtracting 3 from the maximum found above for A.
Hence tr.d. k(Z')/k^m/2-l.
By considering involutions on Si it is easy to see that it is always possible to attain this maximum.
We now apply our results to the moduli-variety M° of hyperelliptic curves of genus g. Every hyperelliptic function field possesses at least one nonidentical automorphism over k. Such a field possesses further ^-automorphisms if and only if it is represented on M° by a point Q' such that £-«(£') = z\ \z'\ = v{Q'), where Q' possesses a nonidentical self-projective transformation.
Hence it follows from Lemma 18 that if Q'GM0 represents a hyperelliptic function field K/k which possesses the minimum number of ^-automorphisms then Q' is a simple point of M°. On the other hand, if K/k possesses further kautomorphisms, and if g>2, then it follows from Lemmas 17 and 19 that Q' is a singular point of M°. We see this in the following manner. Since m = 2g+ 2, it follows from Lemma 19 that if Q'GM is such that $-1(Q')=Z', \Z'\ -Y(Q'), where Q' possesses a nonidentical self-projective transformation, then the point Q'/k is of dimension at most g. The integer m -4 which occurs in Lemma 17 equals 2g -2. If g>2, theng<2g -2. Hence there exist no points Q" of M which meet conditions (1), (2) of Lemma 17. Thus Q' is a singular point of M/k. We have proved the following theorem. Theorem 4. Let M° be the moduli-variety for hyperelliptic function fields K/k of genus g. If Q'GM0 represents a function field K/k which possesses only 1 nonidentical k-automorphism then Q' is a simple point of M"/k. If g>2, and Q' represents a function field K/k with further k-automorphisms then Q' is a singular point of M"/k. If g = 2, and the universal domain is not of characteristic 5, we can exhibit a singular point on M°. It is the point Q which represents the function field K = k(x, y), where (x, y) satisfies the equation y2=x6 -x. It is easy to see that Q is an isolated point of the algebraic subvariety of M° which represents function fields possessing more than the minimum number of ^-automorphisms. This follows from the fact that the 6-tuple of roots of x6 -x = 0 is left invariant by a cyclic group of projectivities of order 5. This group consists of the five projectivities x->7--x; 1 *gi "s5, where r\ is a primitive 5th root of unity. It can be shown by direct calculation that no other projective transformation leaves x6 -x invariant. Since this group has no proper subgroups it follows that Q is not a specialization of any other point Q"GM which arises from a function field which has more than the minimum number of -automorphisms. It therefore follows from Lemma 17 that Q is a singular point of M°/k. The methods used here cannot settle the question of whether there exist any other singular points on M° (for g = 2) which represent function fields. Bibliography
